Biomimetic interaction between Fe(II) and O2: effect of the second coordination sphere on O2 binding to Fe(II) complexes: evidence of coordination at the metal centre by a dissociative mechanism in the formation of mu-oxo diferric complexes.
We report that the formation of mu-oxo diferric compounds from O(2) and FeCl(2) complexes within the tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine series (N. K. Thallaj et al. Chem. Eur. J., 2008, 14, 6742-6753) involves coordination of O(2) to the metal centre and that this reaction occurs following initial dissociation of the bound equatorial chloride anion. We also report evidence of the formation of a reduced form of dioxygen by an inner-sphere mechanism, thus leading to modification of the ligand. The solid-state structures of [FeCl(2)L] complexes (L(1) = mono(alpha-pivalamidopyridylmethyl)bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine, L(2) = mono(alpha-pivalesteropyridylmethyl)bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine, L(3) = bis(alpha-pivalamidopyridylmethyl)mono(2-pyridylmethyl)amine are described, and spectroscopic data support the structural retention in solution. In [FeCl(2)L(3)], the two amide hydrogen atoms stabilise the equatorial chloride anion in such a way that its exchange by a weak ligand is impossible: [FeCl(2)L(3)] is perfectly oxygen-stable. In [FeCl(2)L(2)], the equatorial chloride anion is completely free to move and coordination of O(2) can take place. The reaction product with [FeCl(2)L(2)] is a mu-oxo diferric complex in which the ester function has been transformed into a phenol group. This conversion can be seen as a hydrolysis reaction in basic medium, hence supporting the initial formation of a reduced form of dioxygen in the medium. Complex [FeCl(2)L(1)] exhibits a very weak reactivity with O(2), in line with a semistabilised equatorial chloride counteranion.